Abstract-Despite rapid developments in visual image-based road detection, robustly identifying road areas in visual images remains challenging due to issues like illumination changes and blurry images. To this end, LiDAR sensor data can be incorporated to improve the visual image-based road detection, because LiDAR data is less susceptible to visual noises. However, the main difficulty in introducing LiDAR information into visual image-based road detection is that LiDAR data and its extracted features do not share the same space with the visual data and visual features. Such gaps in spaces may limit the benefits of LiDAR information for road detection. To overcome this issue, we introduce a novel Progressive LiDAR Adaptation-aided Road Detection (PLARD) approach to adapt LiDAR information into visual image-based road detection and improve detection performance. In PLARD, progressive LiDAR adaptation consists of two subsequent modules: 1) data space adaptation, which transforms the LiDAR data to the visual data space to align with the perspective view by applying altitude difference-based transformation; and 2) feature space adaptation, which adapts LiDAR features to visual features through a cascaded fusion structure. Comprehensive empirical studies on the well-known KITTI road detection benchmark demonstrate that PLARD takes advantage of both the visual and LiDAR information, achieving much more robust road detection even in challenging urban scenes. In particular, PLARD outperforms other state-of-theart road detection models and is currently top of the publicly accessible benchmark leader-board.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust urban road detection is critical for autonomous driving systems. Without adequate recognition of road areas, a self-driving vehicle could not make safe decisions to achieve reliable navigation. Over the years, segmentation techniques have been used to identify road areas in monocular images, and, more recently, the introduction of deep convolutional neural network(DCNN)-based image segmentation methods such as FCN [1] and DeepLab [2] has significantly improved the performance of visual image-based road detection.
Despite progress (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ), DCNNs may still underperform when there are visual noises such as variable illumination, over exposure, ambiguous appearances, and blurry images. To overcome these issues and improve road detection performance, many studies [11] [12] [13] have introduced LiDAR information to improve road detection. "LiDAR" 1 refers to the data acquired by measuring the distance to a target by illuminating the target with pulsed laser light [14] . Many studies have proved that LiDAR is robust to various visual noises and can complement monocular image data. For example, Caltagirone et al. [12] reported that 3D LiDAR point clouds provide sufficient information to detect roads and are robust to visual noises, making it possible to robustly detect roads using only LiDAR data. Moreover, the authors of [15] attempted to fuse LiDAR and visual information for road detection. However, existing approaches that utilize LiDAR data for road detection are still far from effective and provide only limited improvements over visual image-based road detection methods. Here, we investigate the difficulties encountered when utilizing LiDAR data for road detection and propose a novel and more effective approach to incorporate LiDAR information into a visual image-based road detection system. By interrogating LiDAR information and visual information for road detection, we conclude that two major factors would pose difficulties for effective cooperation between the two types of information. First, since raw LiDAR data and raw visual image data are in different spaces, it is difficult to define a proper space to integrate both data types. For instance, in the KITTI road detection dataset [16, 17] , the provided LiDAR data is defined in the 3D real-world space, while the visual images are defined on the 2D image plane. Although researchers can project the LiDAR data onto the 2D image plane using the calibration parameters, this may at the same time alter the road appearance in the LiDAR data, making road areas less distinguishable in the LiDAR data space. As a result, it will be difficult for a DCNN-based road detection model to learn a reliable road detection function based on the LiDAR data, let along improve the visual image-based road detection models. Moreover, it is also difficult to appropriately integrate the features extracted from the LiDAR data and the visual features extracted from visual images. More specifically, since the road appearance in the LiDAR data is described by scattered points and road appearance in visual data is described by RGB values of pixels on the 2D image plane, it is highly likely that the features extracted from both data sources are also in different spaces. This gap in feature spaces could adversely impact the feature fusion performance and the final detection accuracy, thus existing feature fusion methods for road detection can hardly outperform state-of-the-art visual Fig. 1 . Overview of the Progressive LiDAR Adaptation-aided Road Detection (PLARD) approach. We overcome the issue that LiDAR information and visual information are in different spaces when detecting road areas in urban scenes. In particular, the proposed progressive LiDAR adaptation consists of a data space adaptation step that adapts the view of raw LiDAR data to align the view of visual images and a feature space adaptation step that adapts the LiDAR features to visual features. By fusing the adapted LiDAR information and the visual information, PLARD achieves robust road detection.
image-based road detection algorithms.
To overcome these issues, here we propose a novel progressive LiDAR adaptation technique to make LiDAR information more compatible with visual information and to improve the visual image-based road detection more effectively. To achieve this, in the progressive LiDAR adaptation, we introduce proper transformation functions to successively adapt the LiDAR data space into the visual data space and adapt the LiDAR feature space into the visual feature space. Accordingly, the progressive LiDAR adaptation procedure consists of a data space adaptation step and a feature space adaptation step. The data space adaptation step transforms and aligns the LiDAR data space to the visual data space whilst still making the road areas easy-to-distinguish in the LiDAR data. Afterwards, through a cascaded fusion structure, the feature space adaptation step transforms the LiDAR feature space into the space that better complements and improves the visual features. By integrating the visual information with the adapted LiDAR information, we obtain a more robust road detection model: Progressive LiDAR Adaptation-aided Road Detection (PLARD) model. Fig. 1 shows an overview of our proposed system.
Using the well-known KITTI road detection benchmark [16] , we perform comprehensive experiments for the proposed PLARD system to evaluate the effectiveness of different parts of the proposed technique and the overall performance gains over a visual image-based road detection system. Empirical results demonstrate that LiDAR information delivers more benefits for road detection via our proposed progressive LiDAR adaptation technique. Furthermore, on the test set of KITTI road detection benchmark, PLARD promisingly improves the road detection accuracy, outperforming other visual imagebased road detection algorithms, LiDAR-based road detection algorithms, and the algorithms that fuse both information. In particular, PLARD achieves state-of-the-art performance on the publicly accessible leader-board. Indeed, an ensemble of 3 our PLARD models ranks the top on the leader-board at the time of writing this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Road detection is beneficial to various other autonomous tasks [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Over the years, various algorithms have been developed to tackle the road detection problem [24] [25] [26] [27] . For instance, model-based methods build shape [28, 29] or appearance models [30] to describe the road structure and then identify road areas in the input images. Learning-based methods then attempt to employ classifiers (such as SVM [31] and random forest [32] ) to distinguish road from non-road areas. In practice, learning-based methods usually perform better than model-based methods.
By considering the road detection task as a semantic segmentation task, DCNNs have been demonstrated in recent years to be particularly useful for road detection. In particular, several typical algorithms have proven to be effective in semantic segmentation. For example, Long et al. [1] proposed the fully convolutional and upsampling layers to tackle the pixel-level semantic segmentation problems. Moreover, authors of [33, 34] achieved compelling semantic segmentation performance by introducing dilated convolution operations which can greatly enlarge receptive fields of convolutional kernels without reducing the resolution of the feature maps. By taking advantage of both the fully convolutional layer and dilated convolution operations, several studies [35] [36] [37] have achieved impressive performance on semantic segmentation benchmarks. These techniques have been widely used for detecting roads in urban scenes [7] [8] [9] 38] .
In order to improve the effectiveness of DCNN-based road detection, several promising algorithms have been proposed. For instance, Mendes et al. [8] introduced a large contextual window and a network-in-network architecture to improve accuracy, while the study [39] introduced an efficient deep network following the "encoder-decoder" principle as discussed in "U-net" [40] . However, DCNNs are still susceptible to visual noises and they usually require excessively long processing times to guarantee better performance. As an example, the algorithm in [7] cost around 1s to process an image and Overall pipeline of the proposed PLARD system. In the data space adaptation step, we introduce the Altitude Difference-based Transformation (denoted "ADT") to adapt the raw LiDAR data, obtaining a better aligned LiDAR data space where the roads are easier to be distinguished from other objects. In the feature space adaptation step, DCNNs are first employed to detect roads on visual and LiDAR data respectively. Then, Feature Space Transformation (denoted "FST") modules are introduced to transform the LiDAR features and make them better complement and improve visual features. In each "FST" module, a Transformation Network (denoted "TN") is employed to learn the transformation parameters. After feature transformation, the visual features and the adapted LiDAR features are fused via a cascaded structure. The cascaded fusion integrates features at all the convolution stages (denoted "S1-S5") but the first stage. Lastly, in the parsing stage, PLARD performs classification on the integrated features, delivering robust road detection results.
the algorithm in [9] needed 2s, and both algorithms fail to achieve state-of-the-art performance, making them impractical for moving platforms like autonomous vehicles. Despite this progress in the visual image-based road detection, others proposed that LiDAR is robust to visual noises and they have attempted to detect the roads using LiDAR information. In [4] , visual images were transformed from the perspective view into the birds-eye-view for road detection. Another study [12] took LiDAR point clouds rather than visual images as input, which can perform promising road detection in 3D real-world space. However, these studies did not effectively take advantage of both types of information, limiting their final detection performance. There are also studies [5, 15] that attempted to fuse both visual and LiDAR information for road detection, but existing fusion-based algorithms are either time-consuming or less effective than other state-of-the-art algorithms. In this study, we hypothesized that the difficulty of using LiDAR to improve road detection is due to the gaps between data spaces and feature spaces for LiDAR information and visual information. To overcome this issue, we introduce a progressive LiDAR adaptation technique that effectively adapts and integrates LiDAR information into the visual image-based road detection pipeline to boost the robustness and accuracy for road detection.
III. PLARD SYSTEM

A. Problem Definition
In this study, we formulate the road detection task as assigning pixels on the 2D image plane with a binary label indicating whether the pixel belongs to road areas. LiDAR information will be adapted for the road detection on the 2D image plane. Formally, supposeŷ represents a ground-truth label, f is a road detection function, and W is the model parameters of f . Taking LiDAR data L and visual data I as input, we tackle the road detection problem by optimizing the following objective:
where i indexes over training examples, x, y represent the horizontal and vertical offsets, respectively, on the image plane, and L is a loss function.
B. Overview
Considering that gaps exist between the data and feature spaces, robust road detection is difficult to achieve solely by using a simple combination of LiDAR and visual information. To overcome this problem and improve road detection, we propose a progressive LiDAR adaptation technique to make the LiDAR information more compatible with visual information, thus more effectively incorporating both information types. Mathematically, we formulate that the road detection function f of PLARD system takes the following form:
where g is the progressive LiDAR adaptation function, f vis is the visual image-based road detection function, W vis and W lidar are parameters of the corresponding functions, f f use is a fusion operation, and f parsing is the final binary classification function that identifies road areas from fused features. Specifically, we implement f vis by introducing a ResNet101 [41] backbone and implement f parsing by a 2-class softmax function after a pyramid scene parsing module [42] .
We implement the progressive adaptation function g by introducing two subsequent adaptation steps: data space adaptation step and feature space adaptation step. In the data space adaptation, we transform raw LiDAR data from the 3D space to the 2D image plane while preserving the distinguishable characteristics of road areas. Then, in the feature space adaptation step, we introduce a learning-based module to transform the LiDAR features such that the transformed features better complement the visual features in road detection. Accordingly, we formulate the progressive LiDAR adaptation function g as follows:
where g data and g f eat represent the data space adaptation function and feature space adaptation function, respectively, and f lidar is the LiDAR-based road detection function. The overview of PLARD is shown in Fig. 2 . In Section III-C1, we implement g data by studying the altitude changes with respect to the 2D image plane. In Section III-C2, we implement g f eat by introducing a learningbased module into the DCNN architecture to transform the features extracted from LiDAR data into a space that better complement the visual features. Lastly, the implementation details of the PLARD approach is described in Section IV.
C. LiDAR Adaptation
In the data space adaptation step of the progressive Li-DAR adaptation, we introduce a novel altitude differencebased transformation method to transform the LiDAR data space. In the feature space adaptation step, we introduce a transformation network to learn and transform the LiDAR feature space.
Both raw LiDAR data and raw visual data are in different spaces. Raw LiDAR data is composed of tens of thousands of points in the 3D real-world space and each LiDAR point is described by a 3-dimensional coordinate vector, while the visual data is composed of pixels on a 2D image plane and each pixel is described by a RGB value. Therefore, it is extremely challenging to directly and smoothly integrate visual data with raw LiDAR data. Fortunately, with the help of calibration parameters, the 3D LiDAR points can be projected onto the 2D image plane, thereby obtaining an image with the projected LiDAR points. Although this obtained image can be used for road detection, we argue that road and non-road appearances in the projected LiDAR data will be less distinguishable from each other, thus diminishing the capacity of a road detection model to identify road areas, as illustrated in the upper-right corner of Fig. 3 . Instead of using direct projection results, we propose an altitude difference-based transformation operation that better preserves the road characteristics to instantiate g data and help adapt the 3D LiDAR data to the visual data space.
1) Data Space Adaptation: In the first stage, we introduce altitude difference-based transformation to implement data space adaptation. Altitude difference-based transformation is introduced based on the observation that road surfaces in the 3D space are flat and relatively smooth in the altitudes of LiDAR point clouds compared to other objects such as vehicles and buildings. After projecting LiDAR points onto the image plane, such smoothness can be maintained by recording the altitudes of the original 3D LiDAR points. As a result, road areas can be better distinguished in the projected LiDAR data according to the changes in altitudes on the image plane.
More specifically, on the LiDAR-projected 2D image plane, altitude difference-based transformation computes a pixel value V x,y located at (x, y) according to:
where Z(x, y) is the altitude of the LiDAR point projected on (x, y), (N x , N y ) denote positions in the neighbourhood of (x, y), and M is the total number of considered neighborhood positions. If a neighboring pixel is not correlated to a 3D point, we simply ignore it. It is worth mentioning that Eq. 4 can be viewed as a mean absolute value for gradients of altitudes of projected points with respect to the 2D image plane. Therefore, if an object is upright and sharp, its projected areas will have large altitude differences on the image plane. For example, in Fig. 3 , road areas commonly have a small intensity on the altitude difference image while other objects generally have large intensities, distinguishing the roads from other objects. Suppose H and W are the height and width of the input image, respectively. According to Eq. 4, the complexity of altitude difference-based transformation is O(M HW ).
2) Feature Space Adaptation: In addition to the gap in data spaces, the features extracted from LiDAR data could also be inconsistent with the visual features extracted from images, since road areas may have different appearances in different data sources. This feature space inconsistency could further hamper the performance of integrating LiDAR features and visual features, thus limiting the overall benefit of introducing LiDAR information. We therefore attempt to transform the LiDAR feature space to make the LiDAR features better complement and improve visual features and visual image-based road detection performance. However, the main challenge of feature space adaptation is that we do not have a complete knowledge about how to properly transform the feature space. To tackle this issue, we introduce a learning-based module to find an appropriate space adaptation operation.
In general, we assume that the linear transformation can properly define a feature space adaptation operation, and we have:
where α is a scalar vector, β is an offset vector, and f lidar is the LiDAR feature to be adapted:
To estimate α and β properly and achieve better feature space adaptation, we introduce a neural network, called the transformation network, to learn and adapt LiDAR features. Accordingly, the transformation network estimates α and β following:
where f α and f β represent the neural network function for computing α and β, respectively, W α and W β are their corresponding weight parameters, and f vis is the visual feature:
In a DCNN, we implement both f α and f β by using fully convolutional operations whose weight parameters are defined by W α and W β , respectively. f lidar and f vis are concatenated as input for both f α and f β . By optimizing the parameters W α and W β together with the overall road detection system, we can learn a proper transformation of feature spaces for the extracted LiDAR features, thus improving road detection more promisingly. Fig. 4 shows a detailed schematic of the feature space adaptation stage. Comparing to the overall DCNN architecture which may have over dozens of convolutional layers, the complexity of feature space adaptation is small because it only involves three 1x1 convolutional operations and three element-wise multiplication or addition operations. Suppose C is the channel number, H k and W k are height and width of the k-th convolutional stage, respectively, then the complexity of feature space adaptation for that stage is the complexity of 3 convolutional operations:
D. Cascaded Fusion for Adapted LiDAR Information
After LiDAR is adapted according to g data and g f eat , we fuse the LiDAR and visual information to achieve more robust road detection. Specifically , we implement the fusion function f f use using an residual-based cascaded fusion structure. In this architecture, we make the adapted LiDAR features improve the visual features under a residual structure. By applying this residual-based fusion to every subsequent convolutional stage in a DCNN pipeline, we achieve robust road detection.
Mathematically, taking visual features f vis and the adapted LiDAR-based features f lidar as input, we implement the fusion function as follows:
where k indicates features from the k-th convolutional stage of the DCNN in the road detection system and λ is a scalar parameter. It is worth noting that there are 5 convolutional stages when using ResNet-101 [41] as the backbone network. The right part of Fig. 2 shows the detailed structure of this fusion.
E. Overall Objective
During optimization, we train PLARD in an end-to-end manner to obtain parameters for both visual image-based and LiDAR-based DCNNs. In addition to the objective for road detection with the fused LiDAR and image information, we also introduce a loss for the LiDAR-based DCNN such that the LiDAR-based road detection system directly detects roads from altitude difference images. Moreover, we follow the design of [42] and introduce an auxiliary loss in the visual image-based DCNN to facilitate convergence.
According to Eq. 1, training PLARD is to minimize a loss function w.r.t. all of its parameters. Suppose L P LARD is the overall loss for road detection with the fused LiDAR and image information, L LiDAR represents the loss only for the LiDAR-based DCNN, and L aux is the auxiliary loss in the visual image-based DCNN. Then, the loss function of PLARD can be written as: (11) where w parsing , w lidar and w aux are the corresponding loss weights. The settings for w parsing , w lidar , and w aux can be found in Sec. IV-C.
In this study, we exploit multinomial cross-entropy loss to define all these losses: 
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of PLARD on the KITTI road benchmark. We first adopt 5-fold crossvalidation to illustrate the effectiveness of the individual parts in PLARD. Then, we evaluate PLARD on test set of the benchmark and compare it to other state-of-the-art road detection algorithms. 2 
A. Dataset
The KITTI road benchmark [16] is popular with road detection researchers due to its comprehensiveness. KITTI uses a wide variety of evaluation metrics to assess algorithm performance and also provides information captured by various sensors including visual cameras, LiDAR sensor, and GPS. KITTI contains 289 images for training and 290 images for testing, both containing three different road scene categories including Urban Marked roads (UM), Urban Multiple Marked lanes (UMM), and Urban Unmarked roads (UU). For fair evaluation, KITTI does not provide ground-truths for test images, and the number of submissions for online evaluation is limited. All the results are publicly accessible on its official website.
B. Evaluation Metrics.
We follow the standard evaluation metrics used by KITTI, which are detailed in [43] . The metrics include the maximum F1-measure (MaxF), average precision (AP), precision rate (PRE), recall rate (REC), false positive rate (FPR), and false negative rate (FNR). The four latter measures are obtained at the working point of MaxF. According to KITTI's evaluation system, all the results are transformed into birds-eye-view space for evaluation and MaxF is selected as the metric for ranking the evaluated algorithms.
C. Implementation and Model Training
The implementation of PLARD is simple and straightforward. In this section, we discuss some implementation details that should be taken into account.
When dealing with altitude difference images, we set N x and N y as positions within a 7 × 7 window centered at (x, y), thus the maximum value of M is 48 (excluding the centre).
All the values in an altitude difference image are re-scaled within the range [0, 255].
In PLARD, we employ PSPNet [42] as the visual imagebased DCNN and use ResNet-101 [41] as the backbone. We also employ a 101-level DCNN to implement f lidar and extract LiDAR features. To avoid excessive computational loads introduced by using two DCNNs, we make the channel numbers of the LiDAR-based DCNN 8 times smaller than the channel numbers of the visual image-based DCNN at the same level. In addition, we use hybrid convolutions [45] in the LiDAR-based DCNN to augment its expressive capacity with fewer channel numbers. During fusion, we use a uniform channel number, i.e. 256. The parameter λ in Eq. 10 is set to 0.1. Regarding loss weights in Eq. 11, we empirically set w parsing , w aux , and w lidar as 1.0, 0.16, 0.4, respectively.
We resize all the images into 384 by 1280 during training and testing. We adopt the SGD algorithm to optimize all parameters with the learning rate gradually decaying from 1 × 10 −4 to 1 × 10 −6 . We train models using 80 epochs and use NVIDIA's GTX Titan GPUs for computation. The implementation of PLARD and the experimental settings are similar in both the ablation studies and the evaluation on the test set. The differences are as follows. First, to better illustrate the effectiveness of different parts of our model, we train models from scratch in the ablation studies. In contrast to ablation studies, we pre-train visual image-based DCNN in the PLARD system using external data [46] to improve robustness for the evaluation on test set. In addition, for the test set, we improve PLARD by adopting several data augmentation techniques, including multi-scale training and testing, random cropping, and disturbing the image brightness. Lastly, we extend the training period for the test set evaluation to three times longer than in the ablation study.
D. Ablation Study
We first evaluate the effectiveness of different PLARD components and compare their performances to baseline methods using 5-fold cross-validation on the training set. Table  I shows the average results for all the "UM", "UMM", and "UU" tasks. In particular, we investigate (1) the benefits of altitude difference-based transformation operations compared to directly projected LiDAR points; and (2) the improvements afforded by the proposed learning-based feature space adaptation module implemented via a cascaded fusion structure compared to the direct fusion implemented via a simple concatenation.
It can be seen that both the altitude difference-based transformation technique and the feature space adaptation technique achieve promising improvements compared to their counterparts. Specifically, training with the altitude difference image (L-ADT) surpasses the road detection model using directly projected LiDAR points (L-Proj) by around 3 points for "Max F". In addition, fusing both visual and LiDAR information improves the visual image-based road detection baseline, indicating that LiDAR is helpful for boosting robustness. By further introducing the feature space adaptation procedure through a cascaded fusion structure, the final model (Img + L-ADT + FSA) achieves the highest performance among compared methods, demonstrating the effectiveness of the feature transformation and cascaded fusion structure. Note that the speed for LiDAR-based road detection does not include processing time for raw data projection and transformation.
E. Evaluation on the Test Set 1) Quantitative Results: Using all the training images in the benchmark, we evaluate the visual image-based PSPNet as the road detection baseline and we evaluate the performance of a single PLARD model as well as a 3-model PLARD ensemble using the multi-scale testing for augmentation. We compare the visual image-based PSPNet and our models with other state-of-the-art road detection algorithms, including SPRAY [4] , FCN-LC [8] , HybridCRF [15] , FTP [29] , Up-Conv [39] , LoDNN [12] , MultiNet [38] , Stixel-Net II [44] , RBNet [10] , LidCamNet [11] and NF2CNN. All results were computed on the KITTI evaluation server, and the results of other studies are based on the scores reported on KITTI's website. Overall algorithm performance is shown in Table II , and the detailed performance for different tasks, such as UM, UMM, and UU, is shown in Table III .
The overall results of PLARD and other state-of-the-art road detection systems are illustrated in details in Table  II . The single PLARD model alone promisingly improves the visual image-based PSPNet and achieves superior MaxF score compared to other road detection algorithms. By further augmenting the PLARD with multi-scale testing and model ensemble, we achieve the best scores for most of the metrics, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed system for robust road detection. In particular, our method achieves the highest MaxF and AP scores which are commonly used as the performance indicators of an approach.
In addition to the overall results, we also compare performance with respect to separate tasks ("UM", "UMM", and "UU") in Table III . It can be observed that PLARD also outperforms other compared algorithms in most of the Max F and AP metrics. Especially, on "UM", the augmented PLARD system outperforms NF2CNN, the best-performing algorithm among other methods, by around 1 point for MaxF. Moreover, for AP on the "UU" task, our method surpasses the second-ranking method LidCamNet [11] by around 2.5 points, demonstrating the generalizability of the proposed PLARD system.
2) Qualitative Results: Fig. 5 shows some qualitative results of PLARD on test set of the benchmark. Columns from left to right show the road detection results of PLARD on UM, UMM, and UU tasks, respectively. It can be seen that our method is robust to severe illumination conditions like heavy shadows and over-exposed areas.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we introduce a novel road detection method called PLARD by progressively adapting LiDAR information to visual information. The PLARD first performs data space adaptation, which adapts LiDAR data to the 2D image space to align with the perspective view by applying an altitude difference-based transformation. Then, the PLARD performs feature space adaptation to adapt the learned LiDAR features to visual features through cascaded fusion layers. By leveraging these two adaptation modules successively, PLARD takes advantage of both the visual and LiDAR information and is robust to various challenging aspects of urban scenes. We validate the PLARD model on the well-known KITTI road detection benchmark, where it outperforms other state-of-theart road detection models and currently ranks the top of the leader-board, demonstrating its effectiveness and superiority over existing methods. 
